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To family and friends, it’s no secret that Cassidy aspires to be one of the first female
commentators in the NFL. What she’s been hiding, however, are her true feelings for her best
friend, Malik. When his career moves him closer to her, she vows to keep her love for him under
lock and key. But when their relationship changes, she wonders if years of friendship are
stronger than a few rocky months.Malik’s at the top of his game; being drafted into the NFL has
always been his dream. On the outside he has everything he wants, but below the surface he
struggles with issues he thought he left back home. Cassidy has always been his source of
comfort, but when Robyn walks into his life, he finds it hard to resist her charm and everything
that comes with it.With their friendship inconsistent and unreliable, they wonder if they can
remain best friends or if they’ve outgrown the old title. Cassidy and Malik must decide what and
who matters most.**This is a relatable Christian fiction novel. Characters are not perfect and
situations aren't always ideal, but this book effortlessly references to Christian principals. ENJOY!
**

From School Library JournalGrade 1-6–This enchanting collection of folk tales and creation
myths from different cultures encourages readers to live a more harmonious life with nature. A
story from Aboriginal Australia describes how the Sun Mother created each part of the Earth
from grass to trees to animals to human beings, instructing the first people to look after the land
for your children. A Nigerian tale illustrates how one woman's greed and carelessness
concerning natural resources led to her disgrace. Five other selections warn readers of
selfishness, exemplify nature's balance, and praise individuals who have given of themselves
nobly in order to protect the environment. Well chosen and crafted with broad appeal, the tales
are woven with subtle morals and wisdom. Each story is introduced by a brief overview about the
featured locale and culture (source notes are appended) and followed by a related, easy-to-
replicate activity or craft. Full-page and spot illustrations and colorful decorative borders reflect
the spirit and origins of each offering. Done with collaged papers with acrylic and printed
backgrounds, the stylized images depict colorfully clothed people, delightful animals, and
delicately rendered flora. Add this handsome book to folk-tale sections and thematic collections
intended to encourage children to be good stewards of our Earth.–C. J. Connor, Campbell
County Public Library, Cold Spring, KYCopyright © Reed Business Information, a division of
Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.About the AuthorDawn Casey has always been passionate
about traditional tales, believing that folklore can help answer some of the toughest questions
about humankind. This is Dawn s second project with Barefoot Books, following The Great Race
(HC: 9781905236770; PB: 9781846862021). Dawn combines writing with a career as a primary
school teacher. She and her family live in East Sussex, England.
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Centra Smith, “At the end I was in tears.... I just finished this book tonight. This novel resonated
with me in many ways, bringing some deep feelings that needed to be released. I shared quite a
few laughs as well lol. Such a beautiful read from cover to cover! I thoroughly enjoyed it :)”

Ebook Library Reader, “Amazing book. This book was extremely amazing, it showed how when
you reconnect with God he can connect you to the things that's best for you. I love it extremely
detailed and highly relatable to a lot of people that experience these struggles.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Loved it!!. Malik and Cassidy were so cute. I adored the storyline for
them. Great job.”

Ebook Library Reader, “So much more. What a novel about loving God, ourselves and others,
even through the trials and tribulations. With Cassidy and Malik, we see that God is always
fighting for our good and peaceful ending as the scripture proclaims in Jeremiah 29:11. Indeed,
we must all get on our knees start praying again.”

Book Diva, “Friends & More. Malik and Cassidy were fun!! I was wondering how long it would
take for them to get on the same page with their feelings. Looking forward to Dane & Whitney's
story.”

C Jackson~Books Etc., “Nice story. I loved, loved this story. Friends to lovers is one of my
favorite storylines. Malik and Cassidy were life long friends. Malik was drafted by the Texans
team and moved to Texas where Cassidy had moved two years earlier. As his career blossomed
his and Cassidy's relationship started to frey. Especially when Malik started to change into a
person Cassidy had a hard time recognizing. A solidly written story..”

Missmdh, “I loved this book!. I loved this book. As a woman who loves football and has a few
male bff's, I could relate to this story. I also loved how religion was ingrained into all of the
character's lives. The world is crazy and any opportunity to remind us to keep God first and to
pray without ceasing for all of the people in our lives and for the things in our lives that are not
going well is much needed. I can't wait to read the next book to catch up with all of the couples.
This is my first book by this author, but it won't be my last.”

tory's romance, “A good clean romance. I enjoyed this story very much and wish it was longer.
The couple and their chemistry made you want to finish the story today, which I did. This surprise
me cause I like my story with some sex scenes. I'm glad I can read a clean somewhat religious
story and still enjoy the read.”



The book by Bobby Akart has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 14 people have provided feedback.
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